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Pfäffikon, November 30, 2022
 

 

Successful drive thanks to the proper detail

How does the saying go in everyday life? “The solution lies in the detail”. This is true also for drive
solutions: generally, customer satisfaction is achieved with single components, small units or
customized versions. Nozag has been ensuring this satisfaction for over 50 years thanks to its
experience and competence in gear and transmission components.

 

A wide range of products allows customized solutions for the equipment
 

The suitable single gear, the optimal worm gear
or the required movement driven by a screw jack
ensure success. Nozag supported many
customers and projects with the required
engineering, creating small and large tools for
production. This equipment allowed relieving
employees, accelerating the process and
increasing the profitability. 
 

>> More solutions for the equipment

 

 

Simplify coil replacement! Another example of e.g. how a screw jack facilitates the process in the
packaging industry. Young professionals developed a lift truck that fully automatically picks up
aluminum coils and brings them in position. Implemented successfully with the collaboration of Nozag
– supply of the product and fine-tuning.

 

>> Further processing – standardized parts produced ready for installation
 

 

A ball screw drive allows simple and efficient control of a filling plant
 

Sometimes, existing drive components need to be replaced with an up-to-date technology. This was
the case of this filling plant that used a cam disc in the drive section, requiring very complex
adjustments. Thanks to a screw jack with the suitable ball screw, everything is now controlled
electronically, easily and without effort.

 

 

 

Many thanks for having placed your trust in Nozag in 2022 
 

We wish you a successful year-end spurt and restful holidays, and we thank you for your interest and
the good cooperation during the year 2022. We hope that we inspired you once more and spurred
you for new ideas and solutions.

We wish you a pleasant time for this Christmas period and the turn of the year, as well as restful days
with your family and friends. Our Company will be closed from December 24, 2022 until and including
January 2nd, 2023. Have a good start in the new year. We are looking forward to be your competent
and reliable technology partner also in the coming year.

 

 

 

Nozag always offers added value and additional service
 

 

Configurator NSE – Assemble screw
jacks simply and directly

 

Calculate directly online with
NOZipedia

 

Follow us on the social media!
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